
Gardner Week: 2.8

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Morning Work

7:00-7:30
Morning Work

7:00-7:30
Morning Work

7:00-7:30
Morning Work

7:00-7:30
Morning Work

7:00-7:30
SW complete daily
math spiral skill and
daily reading skill.

*TW call S one by one
for the fluency cold
read*

SW complete daily
math spiral skill and
daily reading skill.

SW complete daily
math spiral skill and
daily reading skill.

SW complete daily
math spiral skill and
daily reading skill.

SW complete daily
math spiral skill and
daily reading skill.

*TW call S one by one
for the fluency hot
read*

Morning Meeting
7:30-7:45

Morning Meeting
7:30-7:45

Morning Meeting
7:30-7:45

Morning Meeting
7:30-7:45

Morning Meeting
7:30-7:45

Mindset Monday

Second Step lesson 8

Multiplication Fluency

Teamwork Tuesday

CW participate in
What am I? activity

Win It Wednesday

3rd grade will gather
in the hallway and
celebrate students’
success in iReady
Reading.

Thankful Thursday

CW create Christmas
cards for retirement
home residents.

Future Friday

SW research wildlife/
animal rescue careers

RCC Math
7:45-9:15

RCC Math
7:45-9:15

RCC Math
7:45-9:15

RCC Math
7:45-9:15

RCC Math
7:45-9:15

RCC Lesson 18: Solve Two-Step Word Problems Using the Four Operations
Standard: 3.OA.D.8 Solve two-step word problems using the four operations. Represent these problems using
equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity.
EQ: How do I determine which operations are needed to solve two-step word problems?
Math Diagnostic

7:45-8:30
Bellringer
CW review morning
work.
Anticipatory Set
SW use base-ten
blocks to solve a
one-step addition
problem.

Math Diagnostic
7:45-8:30

Bellringer
CW review morning
work.
Anticipatory Set
SW use counters to
model and determine
the quotient of an
equation displayed

Bellringer
CW review morning
work.
Anticipatory Set
SW write an equation
with an unknown
value to solve the
one-step word
problem displayed on
the board.
Guided Practice

Bellringer
CW review morning
work.
Anticipatory Set
SW determine the
sum of two numbers
and then check their
answers by rounding
each addend to the
nearest ten and
hundred and add.

Bellringer
CW review morning
work.
Anticipatory Set
SW use counters to
represent an
equation using equal
groups.
Guided Practice
TW go over the first
refine problem on
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Guided Practice
CW discuss “Try It”
problem on pg. 387.
The Shirt Shack has
438 T-Shirts at the end
of the day. Then they
receive a delivery of
new shirts in which:
-the shirts come in 4
different colors
(green, gray, orange,
purple)
-there are 8 shirts of
each color.
How many T-Shirts
does the store have
now? SW complete
independently. CW
share out strategies
and answers. CW go
over “Connect It” on
pg. 388. SW complete
Reflect on their own.
TW ask students to
answer in complete
sentences. CW share
out answers. Cw
complete interactive
practice on board.
Independent Work
Green i-Ready
worksheet (previous
week’s skill)

on the board.
Guided Practice
CW discuss “Try It”
problem on pg. 391.
Sam has a box with 12
cans of paint. There
are 3 other cans of
paint on a table. He
puts all of the paint
cans together on a
table in rows of 5. How
many rows of paint
cans does Sam
make? SW complete
independently. CW
share out strategies
and answers. TW go
over “Picture It” and
“Model It” strategies
with the class on pg.
392. CW go over
“Connect It” on pg.
393. SW complete
Reflect on their own.
TW ask students to
answer in complete
sentences. CW share
out answers. SW
complete “Apply It”
on pg. 394 with their
groups. TW go over
answers.
Independent Work
Green i-Ready
worksheet (previous
week’s skill)

CW discuss “Try It”
problem on pg. 397.
Third Graders at
Brown Elementary
School are raising
money for the school
library.
-The goal is to raise
$250
-They raised $9 each
day for 8 days in a
row.
How much more
money,m, is needed
to reach the goal?
SW complete
independently. CW
share out strategies
and answers. TW go
over “Picture It” and
“Model It” strategies
with the class on pg.
398. CW go over
“Connect It” on pg.
399. SW complete
Reflect on their own.
TW ask students to
answer in complete
sentences. CW share
out answers. SW
complete “Apply It”
on pg. 400 with their
groups. TW go over
answers.
Independent Work
Green i-Ready
worksheet (previous
week’s skill)

Guided Practice
CW discuss “Try It”
problem on pg. 403. A
zoo names an
elephant Tiny.
-On Saturday, Tiny ate
152 pounds of food.
-On Sunday, he ate
12 more pounds of
food than he did on
Saturday.
How many pounds of
food did Tiny eat that
weekend?
SW complete
independently. CW
share out strategies
and answers. TW go
over “Picture It” and
“Model It” strategies
with the class on pg.
404.  CW go over
“Connect It” on pg.
405. SW complete
Reflect on their own.
TW ask students to
answer in complete
sentences. CW share
out answers. SW
complete “Apply It”
on pg. 406 with their
groups. TW go over
answers.
Independent Work
Green i-Ready
worksheet (previous
week’s skill)

pgs. 381. SW
complete problems
2-8 independently on
pgs. 382, 383, and
384.
Daily Grade
SW take weekly math
assessment on
previous week’s skill.

RCC Reading
9:15-10:05

RCC Reading
9:15-10:05

RCC Reading
9:15-10:05

RCC Reading
9:15-10:05

RCC Reading
9:15-10:05
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Book Study: My Father’s Dragon
Standards: RL. 3.1 (ask and answer questions) and RL.3.3 (character traits)
Guided Practice
TW introduce novel
to C. TW read
chapter one and two
of
My Father’s Dragon.
CW follows along in
their books.
Independent Work
SW complete
comprehension
questions and
vocabulary for
chapters one and
two.

Guided Practice
TW review chapters
one and two. TW read
chapter three and
four of My Father’s
Dragon. CW follows
along in
their books.
Independent Work
SW complete
comprehension
questions and
vocabulary for
chapters three and
four.

Guided Practice
CW review the first
four chapters of My
Father’s Dragon.
Independent Work
SW respond to the
writing prompt
Describe what you do
when you are scared
or nervous. What
steps do you take to
feel better?

Guided Practice
TW review chapters
one and two. TW
read chapter five and
six of My Father’s
Dragon. CW follows
along in
their books.
Independent Work
SW complete
comprehension
questions and
vocabulary for
chapters five and six.

Guided Practice
CW review the first six
chapters of My
Father’s Dragon.
Independent Work
SW respond to the
writing prompt
Pretend to be either a
tiger or the
rhinoceros. Rewrite a
scene from the
animal’s perspective
focusing on the
events that happen
when it comes across
Elmer. Include how
the animal feels when
it first meets Elmer,
why the animal does
what Elmer says, and
how the animal feels
when it realizes it was
tric

Music
10:05-10:55

Art
10:05-10:55

Library
10:05-10:55

Music
10:05-10:55

P.E.
10:05-10:55

Foundational
Skills

10:55-11:25

Foundational
Skills

10:55-11:25

Foundational
Skills

10:55-11:25

Foundational
Skills

10:55-11:25

Foundational
Skills

10:55-11:25
Writing
CW complete day 1
of their 6 traits of
writing packets.
Vocabulary
TW display
vocabulary cards 6.8
to introduce S to

Writing
CW complete day 2
of their 6 traits of
writing packets.
Vocabulary
TW project Display
and Engage: Critical
Vocabulary 6.8 to
review and discuss

Writing
CW complete day 3
of their 6 traits of
writing packets.
Vocabulary
TW project
Generative
Vocabulary 6.4 to
introduce students to

Writing
CW complete day 4
of their 6 traits of
writing packets.
Spelling
SW play sparkle to
practice their spelling
words.
Daily Grade

Writing
SW respond to a
writing prompt that
coincides with weekly
6 traits of writing skill.
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critical vocabulary:
flexible, siphon,
lurking, and invisible.
Spelling
TW introduce weekly
spelling pattern:
words with er, ir, ur, or.
SW practice the
spelling pattern on
pgs. 128 and 131 of
their weekly Into
Reading packet.

critical vocabulary.
TW use
student-friendly
explanations and
examples of the
words. CW practice
vocabulary in a
teacher-guided class
discussion. CW
complete pg. 132 of
their weekly Into
Reading packet.

prefix un-.  SW
practice using the
prefixes on pg. 134 of
their weekly Into
Reading packet.

CW take their weekly
spelling assessment.

Test Prep
11:30-12:00

Test Prep
11:30-12:00

Test Prep
11:30-12:00

Test Prep
11:30-12:00

AR Testing
11:30-12:00

Lunch 12:00-12:25 Lunch 12:00-12:25 Lunch 12:00-12:25 Lunch 12:00-12:25 Lunch 12:00-12:25
Bathroom/Recess

12:25-12:45
Bathroom/Recess

12:25-12:45
Bathroom/Recess

12:25-12:45
Bathroom/Recess

12:25-12:45
Bathroom/Recess

12:25-12:45
Tech Time
12:45-1:30

Tech Time
12:45-1:30

Tech Time
12:45-1:30

Tech Time
12:45-1:30

Tech Time
12:45-1:30

iReady Reading iReady Reading iReady Math iReady Math Typing
Standards Mastery

1:30-2:00
Standards Mastery

1:30-2:00
Standards Mastery

1:30-2:00
Standards Mastery

1:30-2:00
Standards Mastery

1:30-2:00

D.E.A.R.
2:05-2:25

D.E.A.R.
2:05-2:25

D.E.A.R.
2:05-2:25

D.E.A.R.
2:05-2:25

D.E.A.R.
2:05-2:25

Day six of 15 Days of
Christmas Books

Day seven of 15 Days
of Christmas Books

Day eight of 15 Days
of Christmas Books

Day nine of 15 Days of
Christmas Books

Day ten of 15 Days of
Christmas Books


